
Productive solutions  
for every need 



The industry’s most complete range of refinish products

Excellent productivity and throughput 

Meets a variety of specific operating requirements

Adaptable to application conditions and technician skill levels 

Toners feature the latest metallics, pearls and special effects

Full array of fast, production-oriented undercoats 

At PPG, we understand your shop is only  

as good as its last job. That’s why we’re proud  

to offer the DELTRON® refinish system. 

In shops of all shapes and sizes, the Deltron system 
offers a track record of process efficiency, high quality 
and color excellence. Our complete range of products 
covers every need from start to finish. Best of all, our 
products are painter-friendly and remarkably forgiving. 

When your shop’s reputation is on the line, turn to  
the one that’s proven itself time and time again. The 
Deltron brand from PPG. The leading solvent system  
in North America.

Building reputations  
one coat at a time.

AN 
AMERICAN 
ORIGINAL
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For over 35 years, the Deltron refinish system has built a legacy for color 
match, speed and outstanding results in almost any operating environment. 
While automotive styles and tastes are always evolving, it has remained the 
trusted brand in modern shops where quality, speed and efficiency matter.

Tried and true.
No matter what part of the business you’re in, the Deltron system and its 
comprehensive line of refinish products is fully capable of meeting your 
specific requirements. From making invisible repairs on today’s passenger 
vehicles to dazzling finishes for custom hot rods competing in prestigious 
events, you can be confident of spraying your best work, day in and day out. 
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From the high-volume production collision center to the small independent 
shop, we’ve precisely calibrated Deltron refinish solutions to excel in a variety 
of working conditions to provide the best repairs for customers. Highly 
regarded by paint technicians for its ease of use and recoatability, the Deltron 
system is simply great to work with.

Most importantly, we don’t coast on past success. The wet-on-wet, superfast air 
dry capability of Deltron DC2000 Ultra VELOCITY® Clear and DPS3105 V-PRIME® 
Quick Prime Urethane Surfacer are evidence of our commitment to continually 
advance refinish technology for improved performance and throughput.

CONCEPT® DCC ACRYLIC URETHANE 

This premium-quality, 2K topcoat offers 

exceptional gloss and dependable color match  

for single-stage finishes. 

DELTRON 2000 DBI INTERIOR COLOR

The ideal solution for matching interior and 

underhood colors with a lower gloss appearance.

Geared for high performance. 
DELTRON 2000 DBC BASECOAT

As America’s premier solvent-borne basecoat, 

the Deltron DBC system offers a comprehensive 

range of toners, including the latest metallics, 

pearls and special effects. Combined with its 

excellent cycle time performance, the Deltron 

DBC system has long been the preferred choice 

of high-production shops.
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Prove your colors every day. 
The PPG worldwide color-matching network amasses over 27,000 OEM primes 
and variants per year, creating an unrivaled database of more than 3.5 million 
formulas. What’s more, PPG not only gives you accessible information vital 
to your success, but also a complete range of next-generation color tools for 
identifying and spraying spot-on matches. 

INTERNET FORMULA ACCESS 

PPG has up-to-the-minute color information  

on the web—the Online Color service at 

ppgrefinish.com and our COLORMOBILE® 

software application designed for smartphones 

and computer tablets. 

COLOR VARIANT DECK 

Arranged by vehicle manufacturer, the PPG 

Color Variant System contains large color chips, 

sprayed and cleared with actual refinish paint, 

and corresponding paint codes for thousands of 

the latest color variants. 

PPG COLOR LIBRARY 

This toll-free hotline is your trusted resource  

for color codes, the latest variant information  

and identifying colors for antique vehicles. 

MORE COLOR RESOURCES 

Our annual color information books, tint guides, 

and all-new Deltron toner deck assist painters  

in selecting and achieving accurate matches  

with confidence. When no code is available, our 

web-based PPG Paint It digital database is a 

convenient way to verify exterior, interior and 

wheel color information.

PAINTMANAGER® XI SOFTWARE 

A powerful, network-capable color management 

system, PaintManager XI software provides  

the latest primes, variants, custom and special 

field variants, as well as a complete suite  

of management tools and reports to monitor 

paint operation efficiency and enhance your 

profitability. 

TOUCHMIX® XI COMPUTERIZED  

PAINT MIXING SYSTEM 

The TouchMix XI unit is an “all-in-one” computer—

no external computer or keyboard required. 

Featuring a glove-friendly touchscreen, it offers 

fast, easy access to PPG’s PaintManager XI 

software program. 

RAPIDMATCH® XI SPECTROPHOTOMETER 

This advanced spectrophotometer combines 

revolutionary optical power and color imaging to 

achieve new levels of accuracy when measuring 

the actual color of a vehicle. 
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MVP BUSINESS SOLUTIONS 

The refinish industry has never been more 

competitive. While the daily need for innovation 

can be demanding, it also creates new 

opportunities for shops that excel in key-to-

key cycle time and customer satisfaction. 

Our acclaimed MVP program for collision 

professionals offers the industry’s most 

comprehensive set of training, tools and 

services, focusing on the vital performance 

indicators that drive success.

PPG’s certification program reflects our continuing effort to keep paint 
technicians abreast of new products and proper application procedures 
and equipment, as well as environmental, health and safety issues. Deltron 
system users are recertified every two years to maintain their certification.

Courses are scheduled throughout the year at 16 PPG Business 
Development Centers. We also offer online videos and seminars, so your 
team can learn at the time and pace convenient for your operation.

The resources to be your best.
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PPG  
Automotive Refinish
19699 Progress Drive
Strongsville, Ohio  44149 
800.647.6050 

PPG Canada Inc.
2301 Royal Windsor Drive, Unit #6
Mississauga, Ontario  L5J 1K5
888.310.4762 

Follow us online: 
www.ppgdeltron.com
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